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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to customers who are 

integrating advance RAS features into the Intel® Xeon® Processor E7-

8800/4800/2800 v2 based system. The primary focus of this document is to 

provide integration and validation guidance for Machine Check Architecture 

Recovery (MCA Recovery) feature. At a high-level, Business-value, User-

experience, and Technology (BUT) is described in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1 MCA Recovery Definition, Business Value, and User Experience 

Definition Business Value User Experience  

“MCA Recovery” feature is part of the ‘Fault 
Tolerant’ capabilities of the Intel® Xeon® 
processor E7 product family-based servers 
allowing system to continue to operate when 
uncorrected error is detected in the system. 
Without this capability system will crash and may 
require FRU replacement and application re-

booting. 

Minimizing the TCO 
(Total Cost of 
Ownership) by 
extending the up-
time and improving 
the datacenter 
resiliency 

System continues to 
run even when 
uncorrected fault 
occurs 

There are two parts of MCA Recovery feature and are described in Table 1-2 

and Table 1-3 below: 

Table 1-2 MCA Recovery – Execution Path Definition and Platform Scope 

SN Description BRK RML 
R_SYS01 Software layer assisted recovery from uncorrectable data errors.  

Enables software layers (OS, VMM, DBMS, and Application) to assist in 
system recovery from errors that are not correctable at the hardware 
level. This recoverable error type is defined as SRAR (Software 
Recoverable Action Required). There are two types of such errors – 
detected by DCU (Data Cache Unit) and detected by IFU (Instruction 
Fetch Unit) 

Yes No 

Table 1-3 MCA Recovery – Non-execution Path Definition and Platform Scope 

SN Description BRK RML 
R_SYS02 Software layer assisted recovery from uncorrectable data errors.  

Enables software layers (OS, VMM, DBMS, and Application) to assist in 
system recovery from errors that are not correctable at the hardware 
level.  This recoverable error type is defined as SRAO (Software 
Recoverable Action Optional). There are two types of such errors - 
detected by memory patrol scrub and detected by last level cache 
explicit write back transaction  

Yes No 

Notes:  

1. R_SYS01 and R_SYS02: Serial number assigned to these two features 

2. BRK: Intel® Xeon® Processor E7-8800/4800/2800 v2 product family based platform  

3. RML: Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2600 V2 product family based platform  

A high level error events flow from hardware to the Linux Kernel is show in 

Figure 1-1.  
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Figure 1-1 Linux Operating System Error Handling Flow 

 

Primarily, Hardware faults notify the OS using either MCE (Machine Check 

Exception) or CMCI (Corrected Machine Check Interrupt). Other mechanisms 

exist for notifying error events such as SCI (System Control Interrupt). The 

MCA Recovery feature implementation uses MCE to notify the OS when a SRAR 

or SRAO (‘Software Recoverable Action Required’ or ‘Software Recoverable 

Action Option’) type of event is detected by the hardware. The OS analyzes the 

log and verifies if recovery is feasible. It then off-lines the affected page 

(default is 4KB page) and logs the event in the ‘mcelog’. In the case of a SRAO 

type event, the OS recovers and resumes normal execution. In the case of a 

SRAR-IFU type event, the OS reloads the 4KB page containing the instruction 

to a new physical page and resumes normal execution. In the case of a SRAR-

DCU type event, the OS triggers a ‘SIGBUS’ event to notify the application of 

further recovery action. The application has a choice to either reload the data 

and resume normal execution kill the application without crashing the entire 

system. 

The rest of this document is structured as follows: 

1. Chapter 1: Introduction (this chapter) 

2. Chapter 2: System Configuration 

3. Chapter 3: BIOS Setup 

4. Chapter 4: OS setup and configuration] 

5. Chapter 5: Recovery aware application overview 

6. Chapter 6: SRAR-type error injection and recovery validation recipe 

7. Chapter 7: SRAO-type error injection and recovery validation recipe 

8. Appendix A: Source code of ‘mca-recover.c’ and ‘vtop.c’ 
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2 System Configuration 

The target system for MCA Recovery RAS feature validation is based on Intel® 

Xeon® Processor E7-8800/4800/2800 v2 product family based platform. This 

guide is applicable to the Intel® pre-production system with a minimum 

hardware configuration as shown in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 Minimum System Configuration  

Component Version/stepping Quantity Unit Comments 

CPU Intel® Xeon® 

Processor E7-8800 

v2 product 

4 ea Contact your local Intel 

representative for specific part 

numbers. 

Objective is to use latest 

stepping of the processor 

Memory 8GB DDR3 RDIMM 64 ea Fully Populated: Two DIMMs per 

channel, 16 DIMMs per CPU. 

Minimum Configuration: one 

riser card with 4x8GB=32 GB 

DIMMs 

BIOS 47R01 1 ea Latest BIOS at the time of 

releasing this document  

OS SLES11SP3 1 ea Suse Linux ver 11 SP3 with 

Linux Kernel upgrade to 3.11.x 
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3 BIOS Setup 

The following setup only applies to the Intel pre-production system.  For 

different systems, users need to contact hardware vendors for specific bios 

setup. The Intel pre-production system offers BIOS setup options to 

enable/disable error injection capability as per the ACPI 5.0 and WHEA 

specifications. For validating the MCA Recovery feature, this BIOS setup menu 

option is required to be enabled. Below is a BIOS setup menu path to enable 

this capability. 

 EDKII Menu -> Advanced -> System Event Log: 
o System Memory Poison: Enabled 
o System Errors: Enabled 
o IIO Error Enable: Yes (an optional setup) 
o PCH Error Enable: Yes (an optional setup) 
o EMCA Logging Support: Disabled 
o Ignore OS EMCA Opt-in: Disabled 
o EMCA CMCI-SMI Morphing: Disabled 

 EDKII Menu -> Advanced -> System Event Log -> Whea Settings 
o WHEA Support: Enabled 
o WHEA Error Injection 5.0: Enabled  
o WhEA FFM Logging: Enabled 
o WHEA Record Format: UEFI 2.3.1 
o WHEA PCIe Error Injection: Disabled  
o WHEA PCIe Error Injection: Disabled        

Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 show the specific screen captures to help illustrate the 
menu option selection. 
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Figure 3-1 BIOS Setup Navigation to the WHEA/ACPI Settings  
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Figure 3-2 BIOS Setup Menu to Enable Error Injection and Logging 

 

Note that the above menu option indicates that ‘WHEA PCIe Error Injection’ is 

enabled, however, it is not necessary for the MCA Recovery feature validation 

and it was actually disabled during subsequent testing. 

In addition to the above described BIOS setup menu, it is recommended to 

disable C-states and pre-fetches while performing the testing. This will help in 

preventing any spurious event. C-states can be disabled using the following 

BIOS setup option: 

 EDKII menu-> Advanced-> Advanced Power Management Configuration-> 
CPU C State Control->C-states:  disable“ 

In some BIOS implementations, Machine Check Architecture (MCA) is disabled 

by default. In such cases, it is important to enable the MCA by using the 

following BIOS setup menu option: 

 EDKII Menu -> Advanced ->Processor page, machine check = Enable  
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4 Operating System Setup 

The MCA Recovery feature validation recipe described in this document is 

based on the SuSE Linux Enterprise 11 SP3 (SLES11SP3) operating system. As 

a part of the standard distribution, it supports Linux kernel version 3.0.x. For 

the MCA Recovery feature validation, it is required to upgrade the kernel to 

version 3.11.x. The next section describes the recipe to upgrade the kernel. 

4.1 Upgrade the Linux Kernel to 3.11.x 

1. Download the latest kernel source from: 

https://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/v3.x  

 

For example, for version 3.11.1, download linux-3.11.1.tar.bz2. 

cp linux-3.11.1.tar.bz2 /usr/src 

tar xjf   linux-3.11.1.tar.bz2 

cd /usr/src/*linux-3.11.1 
 

2. After the kernel is decompressed, copy /boot/your-current-SUSE-config to 

your kernel directory and rename it as .config. And then execute “make 

oldconfig”. If there is any pause during execution, just press the “enter” 

key. Double check .config and ensure the following config options are like 

below: 

CONFIG_X86_MCE=y 

CONFIG_X86_MCE_INTEL=y 

CONFIG_ACPI_APEI=y 

CONFIG_ACPI_APEI_GHES=y 

CONFIG_ACPI_APEI_MEMORY_FAILURE=y 

CONFIG_ACPI_APEI_EINJ=m or CONFIG_ACPI_APEI_EINJ=y 
 

3. Alternative to step 2: you can use the GUI based “make menuconfig”  

make mrproper 

cp /boot/config-`uname -r` ./.config 

make menuconfig 

https://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/v3.x
https://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/v3.x/linux-3.11.1.tar.bz2
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Figure 4-1 Kernel Configuration Navigation to APEI Selection Option 
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4. In ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface) Support  
 

 

make all –j120; make modules_install –j120 

Here -j means the number of CPUs used for parallel compiling. You can change –j as per 

your machine configuration. For small memory configurations like 32GB recommend using –

j32 

 

make install 

 

5. Configure the grub boot loader to boot “new 3.11.1 kernel” by default. 

Instead of modifying /boot/grub/menu.lst directly, we can run ‘yast’ and 

select new kernel.  

yast 

6. Select system  Boot loader 
In the new application, select the new kernel and set it as default, and select OK. And 
Quit yast 

NOTE：If your Linux screen resolution is 1600x1200 and you find your system is very 

slow in moving yourmouse, please also use yast to change it to 1024x768 or 800x600. 
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7. Reset the system. 

shutdown -r now 

8. Now you can reboot the machine and boot to the new kernel. If everything goes well, it 
should come up with the new kernel. You can check if it's really using your new kernel 
by running following command: 

uname -r 

 

Figure 4-2 Kernel Messages Indicating the Upgraded Version 

 

 

4.2 Enabling and Observing Mcelog 

Mcelog driver is part of the kernel used to report machine check errors. It is 

enabled using the following command: 

#mcelog –daemon 

 

Mcelog driver is located in the /dev/mcelog direction path. 

Mcelog daemon is located in /usr/sbin/mcelog. 

Mcelog event file is located in /var/log directory path. 
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Mcelog threshold and trigger configuration file is located in 

/etc/mcelog/mcelog.conf directory path. 

 

A typical command to read mcelog and an example is shown in Figure 4-3. 

Figure 4-3 A Typical Mcelog File 

#cat /var/log/mcelog 
Hardware event. This is not a software error. 

MCE 0 

CPU 19 BANK 1 TSC b82fe8cada4  

RIP 33:400f82 

MISC 86 ADDR 7ff8512000  

TIME 1369874046 Thu May 30 08:34:06 2013 

MCG status:RIPV EIPV MCIP  

MCi status: 

Uncorrected error 

Error enabled 

MCi_MISC register valid 

MCi_ADDR register valid 

SRAR 

MCA: Data CACHE Level-0 Data-Read Error 

STATUS bd80000000100134 MCGSTATUS 7 

MCGCAP 5000c20 APICID 28 SOCKETID 1  

CPUID Vendor Intel Family 6 Model 62 

Hardware event. This is not a software error. 

MCE 1 

CPU 45 BANK 7  

MISC 1422aa886 ADDR 7ff8512000  

TIME 1369874139 Thu May 30 08:35:39 2013 

MCG status: 

MCi status: 

Uncorrected error 

MCi_MISC register valid 

MCi_ADDR register valid 

MCA: MEMORY CONTROLLER RD_CHANNEL0_ERR 

Transaction: Memory read error 

STATUS ac00000000010090 MCGSTATUS 0 

MCGCAP 5000c20 APICID 60 SOCKETID 3  

CPUID Vendor Intel Family 6 Model 62 
 

 

 

4.3 Miscellaneous Useful OS Utilities During 

Validation 

 To check CPU info use following command: 

/proc/cpuinfo 
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5 Recovery Aware Application 
Overview 

Once the OS receives a MCERR (Machine Check Error) event and verifies that it 

is recoverable (SRAR type), it collects all the necessary info and triggers a 

SIGBUS event to the application for system recovery. In order for an 

application to recover successfully, a SIGBUS handler is required within the 

application. 

This section provides high level guidance on how to develop a SIGBUS handler 

and describes the pseudo application which is used as part of the validation 

recipe. 

5.1 SIGBUS Handler Example Code 

Following is an example of SIGBUS handler API code which is needed as part of 

the target application. 

Figure 5-1 SIGBUS Handler API Example Code 

void memory_error_recover(int sig, siginfo_t *si, void *v) 

{ 

 // sig will be SIGBUS 

 // si->si_trapno == 18 (MCE_VECTOR) 

 // si->si_code BUS_MCEERR_AO or BUS_MCEERR_AR 

 // si->si_addr is virtual address affected 

 // si->si_addr_lsb describes range affected (12 means 4KB) 

 // v points to a ucontext_t structure - contains "ip" and other registers 

         /* ideas for code flow */ 

 // Look at affected address range [si->si_addr, si->si_addr + (1<<si-

>si_addr_lsb)) 

 // If it isn't a range we can fix - application must cleanup as best it can and 

exit 

        //      if (si->si_code == BUS_MCEERR_AO) { 

        //              log that we saw an error 

        //              return; // error won't affect us now 

        //      } 

        //      app_cleanup(); 

        //      exit(FAIL); 

  

        // Range is good - can we replace the lost data? 

        // allocate page and map at lost address 

        //     mmap(si->si_addr, size, PROT*, MAP_ANONYMOUS|MAP_PRIVATE, -1, 0) 

        // Fill in lost data 

        //      memcpy(si->si_addr, backup_location, size) 

        // Full recovery - return to re-execute instruction that faulted 

        //      return; 

  

        // Range is good, but no backup for this data 

        // Walk data structures cleanup pointers to lost data to mark them 

inaccessible 

        //      app_adjust_pointers() 

} 

 
        // For AR errors cannot return 
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        //      if (si->si_code == BUS_MCEERR_AR) 

        //              siglongjmp(...) 

} 

struct sigaction recover_act = { 

        .sa_sigaction = memory_error_recover, 

        .sa_flags = SA_SIGINFO, 

}; 

main(...) 

{ 

        sigaction(SIGBUS, &recover_act, NULL); 

        ... 

        if (sigsetjmp(...)) { 

                // recovery happened 

        } 

        // main loop 

        while (get_work()) 

             do_work(); 

} 

 

5.2 Pseudo Application “Mca-Recover” Overview 

Intel has developed a pseudo code called mca-recover which implements the 

SIGBUS handler, allocates memory, performs simple computations, and 

provides virtual pages to physical page mapping. This physical page address is 

then used by the error injection tool to inject an uncorrected recoverable error. 

The source of the application is provided in Appendix A. A compiled version and 

actual mca-recover.c files are added as part of this collateral distribution. 
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6 MCA Recovery Feature 
Validation Recipe 

This chapter describes the methodology recommended for validating the MCA 

Recovery feature. Fault injection tools and libraries, work-load generator and 

libraries, and data collector and analyzer are the key components described 

here. The primary objective is to validate an end-to-end flow from the time a 

hardware error is injected to the time an application recovers successfully. A 

separate recipe is provided for SRAR and SRAO type of events.  

Fault Type: Memory uncorrected error – SRAR-DCU, SRAR-IFU, SRAO-PS, and 

SRAO-EWB 

Validation Tools: Linux Kernel’s Debugfs tool using the ACPI/EINJ method for 

error injection, and Intel® In-Target Probe (Intel® ITP)/Cscripts for 

enabling/disabling the patrol scrubber (optional). Contact your local Intel 

representative for procuring this tool. 

Workload: Intel provided a simple application accessing the main memory 

called ‘mca-recover’. See appendix 0 for the source code of the ‘mca-recover’ 

application. 

Note: This recipe requires that user is logged-in as a root (or super user). 

Section 0 describes the recipe for injecting a SRAR type event and verifying the 

application recovery. Two separate cases are described: 

1. When DCU detects the SRAR event (SRAR-DCU) 

2. When IFU detects the SRAR event (SRAR-IFU). 

Section 6.3 describes the recipe for injecting SRAO type events and verifying 

the application recovery. Two separate cases are described: 

3. When error is detected by the patrol scrubber (SRAO-PS) 

4. When error is detected by the LLC explicit-write-back transaction flow 

(SRAO-EWB).  

For SRAO-PS type error, there are two separate recipes 

a. Requiring Intel ITP to enable/disable patrol scrubber 

b. Using a Linux utility called ‘setpci’ instead of using Intel ITP. 
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6.1 Application Recovery Testing Recipe With a 

SRAR-DCU Type Event 

This section describes the recipe to test application recovery capability of 

Intel® Xeon® Processor E7-8800/4800/2800 v2 product family based  

Platform using ACPI/EINJ method when uncorrected recoverable error (UCR) 

error is detected by the DCU (Data Cache Unit, aka L1D).  

 

1. Start mcelog daemon (#mcelog –daemon) 

 

 
 

2. Initialize EINJ 

a. Load EINJ (# modprobe einj param_extension=1 

b. Mount debugfs (# mount –t debugfs none /sys/kernel/debug) 

 

 
 

3. Start a process and capture virtual and physical page mapping. Temporarily 

halt the process using ‘CTRL-Z’. (Make a note of the physical page 

assigned. Intel has developed a small utility called ‘mca-recover’ for this 

step. Refer to appendix 0 for the source code of utility. This collateral also 

provides mca-recover.c and executable binary. (# ~/mca-recover). 

 

 
Note that the name “fodder3” in the picture is the old name.  The new name is 

“mca-recover” 

 

4. Inject memory uncorrected error 

a. Check error types available (# cat available_error_type) 
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i. 0x00000002      Processor Uncorrectable non-fatal 

ii. 0x00000008      Memory Correctable 

iii. 0x00000010      Memory Uncorrectable non-fatal 

b. Set expected error injection type (# echo 0x10 > error_type) 

c. Set the injection address and mask (# echo 0x806e96000 > 

param1) (this is the physical address captured in step3) 

d. Set the address mask (# echo 0xfffffffffffff000 > param2) 

e. Set to inhibit immediate consumption when error is injected (# echo 

1 > notrigger) 

f. Inject error (# echo 1 > error_inject) 

 

 
 

At this stage, an error is implanted in the memory physical location 

0x806e96000. BIOS has disabled the patrol scrubber.  

 

5. Restart the process that was temporarily halted in step 3(#fg).  

6. MCE will be triggered once the UCR error is detected by the DCU and the 

SRAR-DCU signature will be logged in the machine check bank. The OS will 

off-line the page and trigger a SIGBUS event to mca-recover the 

application. Mca-recover will recover and the same virtual page 

(0x7f1fa01c4000) will be mapped to the new physical page (0x781e36000).  
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6.2 Application Recovery Testing Recipe With a 

SRAR-IFU Type Event 

This section describes the recipe to test application recovery capability of 

Intel® Xeon® Processor E7-8800/4800/2800 v2 product family based  

Platform using the ACPI/EINJ method when an uncorrected recoverable error 

(UCR) is detected by the IFU (Instruction Fetch Unit, aka L1I).  

 

1. Start mcelog daemon (#mcelog –daemon) 

 

 
 

2. Initialize EINJ 

a. Load EINJ (# modprobe einj param_extension=1 

b. Mount debugfs (# mount –t debugfs none /sys/kernel/debug) 

 

3. Start a process and capture virtual and physical page mapping. Temporarily 

halt the process using ‘CTRL-Z’. (Make a note of the physical page 

assigned. Intel has developed a small utility called ‘mca-recover’ for this 

step. Refer to appendix 0 for the source code of utility. This collateral also 

provides mca-recover.c and executable binary. (# ~/mca-recover -t) 

 

 
 Note that the name “fodder3” in the picture is the old name.  The new name is 

“mca-recover” 
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4. Inject the memory uncorrected error 

a. Check error types available (# cat available_error_type) 

i. 0x00000002      Processor Uncorrectable non-fatal 

ii. 0x00000008      Memory Correctable 

iii. 0x00000010      Memory Uncorrectable non-fatal 

b. Set expected error injection type (# echo 0x10 > error_type) 
c. Set the injection address and mask (# echo 0x837adf000> param1) (this is 

the physical address captured in step3) 

d. Set the address mask (# echo 0xfffffffffffff000 > param2) 

e. Set to inhibit immediate consumption when error is injected (# echo 1 > 

notrigger) 

f. Inject error (# echo 1 > error_inject) 

 

 
 

At this stage, the error is implanted in the memory physical location 

0x837adf000. BIOS has disabled the patrol scrubber.  

 

5. Restart the process that was temporarily halted in step 3(#fg).  

6. MCE will be triggered once the UCR error is detected by the IFU and the 

SRAR-IFU signature will be logged in the machine check bank#0. The OS 

will off-line the page and trigger a SIGBUS event to the mca-recover 

application. The Mca-recover will recover and the same virtual page 

(0x401000) will be mapped to the new physical page (0x0x81043d000).  
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6.3 Application Recovery Testing Recipe With 

aSRAO-PS Type Event 

This section describes the recipe to test application recovery capability of 

Intel® Xeon® Processor E7-8800/4800/2800 v2 product family based platform 

using the ACPI/EINJ method when an uncorrected recoverable error (UCR) 

error is detected by the Patrol Scrubber. First we will describe the recipe where 

Intel ITP is used to enable the patrol scrubber after injecting the error.  

6.3.1 Application Recovery With a SRAO-PS Event: Using 
Intel® In-Target Probe (Intel® ITP) to Enable 

Patrol Scrubber 

 

1. Start mcelog daemon (#mcelog –daemon) 

 

 
 

2. Initialize EINJ 

a. Load EINJ (# modprobe einj param_extension=1 

b. Mount debugfs (# mount –t debugfs none /sys/kernel/debug) 

 

 
 

3. Start a process and capture virtual and physical page mapping. Temporarily 

halt the process using ‘CTRL-Z’. (Make a note of the physical page 

assigned. Intel has developed a small utility called ‘mca-recover’ for this 

step. Refer to appendix 0 for the source code of utility. This collateral also 

provides mca-recover.c and executable binary. (# ~/mca-recover ) 

 

4. Inject the memory uncorrected error 

a. Check error types available (# cat available_error_type) 

i. 0x00000002      Processor Uncorrectable non-fatal 

ii. 0x00000008      Memory Correctable 

iii. 0x00000010      Memory Uncorrectable non-fatal 

b. Set expected error injection type (# echo 0x10 > error_type) 
c. Set the injection address and mask (# echo 0x80e975000> param1) 

(this is the physical address captured in step3) 

d. Set the address mask (# echo 0xfffffffffffff000 > param2) 

e. Set to inhibit immediate consumption when error is injected (# echo 0 > 

notrigger) 
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f. Inject error (# echo 1 > error_inject) 

 

 
 

At this stage, an error is implanted in the memory physical location 

0x80e975000. BIOS has disabled the patrol scrubber.  

 

5. Use Intel ITP based CscriptII to enable patrol scrubber 

a. Halt all threads (>>> halt) 

b. Re-enable the patrol scrubber 

(>>>sv.sockets.uncores.imc0_scrubctrl.scrub_en=0x1) (give this 

command for all mem controllers that are active) 

c. Re-run the system (>>>go) 

 

 
 

6. Patrol Scrubber will start scrubbing from the beginning address of the rank 

where the error was injected.  

7. Monitor dmesg (use watch utility). Wait for approx. 2-3 minutes. Once the 

patrol scrubber hits the target address, the MCE will be triggered, the 

SRAO-PS signature will be logged in the memory controller machine check 

bank and the OS will off-line the page and resume normal execution.  
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8. Restart the process that was temporarily halted in step 3(#fg).  

9. Mca-recover recovers and the same virtual page (0x7f51dad06000) is 

mapped to the new physical page (0x80cd29000).  
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6.3.2 Application Recovery With a SRAO-PS Event: Using 
#setpci Utility of the Linux OS 

 

1. Start mcelog daemon (#mcelog –daemon) 

 

 
 

2. Initialize EINJ 

a. Load EINJ (# modprobe einj param_extension=1 

b. Mount debugfs (# mount –t debugfs none /sys/kernel/debug) 

 

 
 

3. Start a process and capture virtual and physical page mapping. Temporarily 

halt the process using ‘CTRL-Z’. (Make a note of the physical page 

assigned. Intel has developed a small utility called ‘mca-recover’ for this 

step. Refer to appendix 0 for the source code of utility. This collateral also 

provides mca-recover.c and executable binary. (# ~/mca-recover ) 

 

4. Inject memory uncorrected error 

a. Check error types available (# cat available_error_type) 

i. 0x00000002      Processor Uncorrectable non-fatal 

ii. 0x00000008      Memory Correctable 

iii. 0x00000010      Memory Uncorrectable non-fatal 

b. Set expected error injection type (# echo 0x10 > error_type) 

c. Set the injection address and mask (# echo 0x7dd642000> param1) 

(this is the physical address captured in step3) 

d. Set the address mask (# echo 0xfffffffffffff000 > param2) 

e. Set to inhibit immediate consumption when error is injected (# echo 0 > 

notrigger) 

f. Inject error (# echo 1 > error_inject) 
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Note: Due to a Linux Kernel bug, upon execution of the trigger table 

command, the patrol scrubber will not be enabled. It is possible to work 

around this issue using the following steps: 

5. Enable patrol scrubber after completing step 4f for target iMC.  

a. For iMC0 (# setpci –d 8086:0e71 0xa0.L=0x80000000:0x80000000) 

b. For iMC1 (# setpci –d 8086:0e79 0xa0.L=0x80000000:0x80000000) 

 

At this stage, an error is implanted in the memory physical location 

0x7dd642000. Patrol scrubber has started scrubbing the memory from the 

beginning address of the target rank where the error was injected.  

 

6. Monitor dmesg (use watch utility). Wait for approx. 2-3 minutes. Once the 

patrol scrubber hits the target address, the MCE will be triggered, the 

SRAO-PS signature will be logged in the memory controller machine check 

bank and the OS will off-line the page and resume normal execution.  
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7. Restart the process that was temporarily halted in step 3(#fg).  

8. Mca-recover recovers and the same virtual page (0x7f7685868000) is 

mapped to the new physical page (0x7ddea2000).  
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Mca-recover.c Source Code 

/* 

 * Copyright (C) 2013 Intel Corporation 

 * Authors: Tony Luck, Gong Chen 

 * 

 * This software may be redistributed and/or modified under the terms of 

 * the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 only as published by the 

 * Free Software Foundation. 

 */ 

 

/* 

 * Set up to get zapped by a machine check (injected elsewhere) 

 * recovery function reports physical address of new page - so 

 * we can inject to that and repeat over and over. 

 * With "-t" flag report physical address of a ".text" (code) page 

 * so we will test the instruction fault path - otherwise report 

 * an allocated data page. 

 */ 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <unistd.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <signal.h> 

#include <sys/mman.h> 

 

static int pagesize; 

 

/* 

 * get information about address from /proc/{pid}/pagemap 

 */ 

unsigned long long vtop(unsigned long long addr) 

{ 

 unsigned long long pinfo; 

 long offset = addr / pagesize * (sizeof pinfo); 

 int fd; 

 char pagemapname[64]; 

 

 sprintf(pagemapname, "/proc/%d/pagemap", getpid()); 

 fd = open(pagemapname, O_RDONLY); 

 if (fd == -1) { 

  perror(pagemapname); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 if (pread(fd, &pinfo, sizeof pinfo, offset) != sizeof pinfo) { 

  perror(pagemapname); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 close(fd); 

 if ((pinfo & (1ull << 63)) == 0) { 

  printf("page not present\n"); 

  exit(1); 

 } 
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 return ((pinfo & 0x007fffffffffffffull) << 12) + (addr & (pagesize - 1)); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Read /proc/kpageflags to find out status of a page 

 */ 

struct kpageflagsbits { 

 unsigned long locked : 1; 

 unsigned long error : 1; 

 unsigned long referenced : 1; 

 unsigned long uptodate : 1; 

 unsigned long dirty : 1; 

 unsigned long lru : 1; 

 unsigned long active : 1; 

 unsigned long slab : 1; 

 unsigned long writeback : 1; 

 unsigned long reclaim : 1; 

 unsigned long buddy : 1; 

 unsigned long mmap : 1; 

 unsigned long anon : 1; 

 unsigned long swapcache : 1; 

 unsigned long swapbacked : 1; 

 unsigned long compound_head : 1; 

 unsigned long compound_tail : 1; 

 unsigned long huge : 1; 

 unsigned long unevictable : 1; 

 unsigned long poison : 1; 

 unsigned long nopage : 1; 

 unsigned long ksm : 1; 

 unsigned long thp : 1; 

 unsigned long reserved : 41; 

}; 

 

static void kpageflags(unsigned long long pfn) 

{ 

 struct kpageflagsbits bits; 

 int fd = open("/proc/kpageflags", O_RDONLY); 

 

 if (fd == -1) { 

  perror("/proc/kpageflags"); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 

 if (pread(fd, &bits, sizeof bits, pfn*sizeof(bits)) != sizeof bits) { 

  perror("pread(/proc/kpageflags)"); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 

 printf("flags for page %llx:", pfn); 

 if (bits.locked) printf(" locked"); 

 if (bits.error) printf(" error"); 

 if (bits.referenced) printf(" referenced"); 

 if (bits.uptodate) printf(" uptodate"); 

 if (bits.dirty) printf(" dirty"); 

 if (bits.lru) printf(" lru"); 

 if (bits.active) printf(" active"); 

 if (bits.slab) printf(" slab"); 

 if (bits.writeback) printf(" writeback"); 

 if (bits.reclaim) printf(" reclaim"); 

 if (bits.buddy) printf(" buddy"); 

 if (bits.mmap) printf(" mmap"); 
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 if (bits.anon) printf(" anon"); 

 if (bits.swapcache) printf(" swapcache"); 

 if (bits.swapbacked) printf(" swapbacked"); 

 if (bits.compound_head) printf(" compound_head"); 

 if (bits.compound_tail) printf(" compound_tail"); 

 if (bits.huge) printf(" huge"); 

 if (bits.unevictable) printf(" unevictable"); 

 if (bits.poison) printf(" poison"); 

 if (bits.nopage) printf(" nopage"); 

 if (bits.ksm) printf(" ksm"); 

 if (bits.thp) printf(" thp"); 

 printf("\n"); 

} 

 

volatile long total; 

 

int peek(void *addr) 

{ 

 return *(int *)addr; 

} 

 

/* 

 * Older glibc headers don't have the si_addr_lsb field in the siginfo_t 

 * structure ... ugly hack to get it 

 */ 

struct morebits { 

 void *addr; 

 short lsb; 

}; 

 

char *buf; 

unsigned long long phys; 

 

/* 

 * "Recover" from the error by allocating a new page and mapping 

 * it at the same virtual address as the page we lost. Fill with 

 * the same (trivial) contents. 

 */ 

void recover(int sig, siginfo_t *si, void *v) 

{ 

 struct morebits *m = (struct morebits *)&si->si_addr; 

 char *newbuf; 

 

 printf("recover: sig=%d si=%p v=%p\n", sig, si, v); 

 printf("Platform memory error at 0x%p\n", si->si_addr); 

 printf("addr = %p lsb=%d\n", m->addr, m->lsb); 

 

 newbuf = mmap(buf, pagesize, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE|PROT_EXEC, 

MAP_FIXED|MAP_ANONYMOUS|MAP_PRIVATE, -1, 0); 

 if (newbuf == MAP_FAILED) { 

  fprintf(stderr, "Can't get a single page of memory!\n"); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 if (newbuf != buf) { 

  fprintf(stderr, "Could not allocate at original virtual address\n"); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 buf = newbuf; 

 memset(buf, '*', pagesize); 

 phys = vtop((unsigned long long)buf); 
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 printf("Recovery allocated new page at physical %llx\n", phys); 

} 

 

struct sigaction recover_act = { 

 .sa_sigaction = recover, 

 .sa_flags = SA_SIGINFO, 

}; 

 

/* Don't let compiler optimize away access to this */ 

volatile int ifunc_ret; 

 

#define PLUS10 

(ifunc_ret++,ifunc_ret++,ifunc_ret++,ifunc_ret++,ifunc_ret++,ifunc_ret++,ifunc_ret++,i

func_ret++,ifunc_ret++,ifunc_ret++) 

#define PLUS100 

(PLUS10,PLUS10,PLUS10,PLUS10,PLUS10,PLUS10,PLUS10,PLUS10,PLUS10,PLUS10) 

#define PLUS1000 

(PLUS100,PLUS100,PLUS100,PLUS100,PLUS100,PLUS100,PLUS100,PLUS100,PLUS100,PLUS100) 

 

/* 

 * Use above macros to make this a non-trivial sized function. 

 */ 

int ifunc(void) 

{ 

 ifunc_ret = 0; 

 

 PLUS1000; 

 

 return ifunc_ret; 

} 

 

int main(int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

 char answer[16]; 

 int i, n; 

 unsigned long long phys; 

 int tflag = 0; 

 time_t now; 

 

 pagesize = getpagesize(); 

 

 if (argc > 1 && strcmp(argv[1], "-t") == 0) 

  tflag = 1; 

 

 if (tflag) { 

  buf = (char *)(((unsigned long)ifunc + (pagesize-1)) & ~(pagesize-1)); 

  printf("ifunc() = %d\n", ifunc()); 

 } else { 

  buf = mmap(NULL, pagesize, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE|PROT_EXEC, 

MAP_ANONYMOUS|MAP_PRIVATE, -1, 0); 

 

  if (buf == MAP_FAILED) { 

   fprintf(stderr, "Can't get a single page of memory!\n"); 

   return 1; 

  } 

  memset(buf, '*', pagesize); 

 } 

 phys = vtop((unsigned long long)buf); 

 

 sigaction(SIGBUS, &recover_act, NULL); 
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 kpageflags(phys / pagesize); 

 printf("vtop(%llx) = %llx\nHit any key to access: ", (unsigned long long)buf, 

phys); 

 fflush(stdout); 

 n = read(0, answer, 16); 

 now = time(NULL); 

 printf("Access at %s\n", ctime(&now)); 

 kpageflags(phys / pagesize); 

 

 if (tflag) { 

  while (ifunc() == 1000) { 

   if (vtop((unsigned long long)buf) != phys) { 

    phys = vtop((unsigned long long)buf); 

    kpageflags(phys / pagesize); 

    printf("NEW vtop(%llx) = %llx\nHit any key to access: ", 

(unsigned long long)buf, phys); 

    fflush(stdout); 

    n = read(0, answer, 16); 

   } 

  } 

 } else { 

  printf("Got %x\n", peek(buf)); 

 

  while (1) { 

   for (i = 0; i < 0x1000; i+=4) 

    total += peek(buf + i); 

  } 

 } 

 

 return 0; 

} 
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Vtop.c Source Code 

 
/* 

 * Copyright (C) 2013 Intel Corporation 

 * Authors: Tony Luck, Anil Agrawal 

 * 

 * This software may be redistributed and/or modified under the terms of 

 * the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 only as published by the 

 * Free Software Foundation. 

 */ 

 

/* 

 * Vtop is a utility to map virtual page address with specific process ID  

 * to the physical page address assigned by Linux OS. This is useful to find the 

 * physical page address for hardware error injection. 

 */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <unistd.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <signal.h> 

#include <sys/mman.h> 

 

static int pagesize=0x1000; 

 

/* 

 * get information about address from /proc/{pid}/pagemap 

 */ 

 

unsigned long long vtop(unsigned long long addr, int proc_id) 

{ 

 unsigned long  pinfo; 

 long offset = addr / pagesize * (sizeof pinfo); 

 int fd; 

 char pagemapname[64]; 

 

 pagesize = getpagesize(); 

 /* sprintf(pagemapname, "/proc/%d/pagemap", getpid()); */ 

 sprintf(pagemapname, "/proc/%d/pagemap",proc_id); 

 

 fd = open(pagemapname, O_RDONLY); 

 if (fd == -1) { 

  perror(pagemapname); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 if (pread(fd, &pinfo, sizeof pinfo, offset) != sizeof pinfo) { 

  perror(pagemapname); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 close(fd); 

 if ((pinfo & (1ull << 63)) == 0) { 

  printf("page not present\n"); 

  exit(1); 

 } 

 return ((pinfo & 0x007fffffffffffffull) << 12) + (addr & (pagesize - 1)); 

} 
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int main(int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

 /* char *buf, *process_id; */ 

 int i, process_id; 

 unsigned long long var, var1, buf, phys; 

 /* var1 = &argv[0]; */ 

 

 if(argc < 2) { 

  printf("require virtual address and pid: 'vtop vaddress pid'\n"); 

  return 1; 

 }   

   

 buf = strtoul(argv[1], NULL, 16); 

  

 process_id = atol(argv[2]); 

 /*printf(" debug %lx %d\n", buf, process_id); */ 

  

 phys =  vtop(buf, process_id); 

 

 printf("vtop(%llx,%d) = %lx\n", buf, process_id, phys); 

  

 /*argv[1]=var;*/ 

 

 /* fprintf(var,var1, "%l,/t,%l"); */ 

 return 0; 

} 

 

 

 

 

The source code can be downloaded at: 

 

 https://git.kernel.org/cgit/linux/kernel/git/aegl/ras-tools.git 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://git.kernel.org/cgit/linux/kernel/git/aegl/ras-tools.git
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